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Abstract In many applications involving large scale scientific computing a mas
sive amount of data is generated in a typical simulation. Such simula
tions generally require the numerical solution of systems of differential 
equations where the results are often generated remotely using special 
high-performance software and computer systems and then examined 
and investigated interactively using visualization tools. The visualiza
tion packages are usually run on local workstations and make use of 
colour, lighting, texture, sound and animation to highlight and reveal 
interesting characteristics or features of the approximate solution. This 
'interactive' viewing of the data is the 'rendering' stage of the modeling 
process and it can be very selective and local in the sense that only 
a subset of the variables are rendered and then only in regions where 
something interesting is happening. The result is that, in many simula
tions, large amounts of data must be stored and shared in a distributed 
environment while only a very small fraction of this data will ever be 
viewed by anyone. In this paper we propose an approach, using a hier
archichal representation of the approximate solution, which will avoid 
the generation and storage of data that is not required. 

Keywords: scientific visualization, multivariate interpolation, data compression, hi
erarchichal data structures, distributed computing, ODEs, PDEs. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In scientific simulations results are often represented by approximate 

solutions to large systems of differential equations - either partial dif-
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ferential equations (PDEs) or ordinary differential equations (ODEs). 
Such simulations arise in all areas of science and engineering. With the 
dramatic increase in computing power and the development of more ac
curate and realistic mathematical models there has been an evolution in 
how the results of a simulation can be viewed and/or interpreted. 

It is typically the case that an underlying numerical method will de
termine a discrete approximation to the solution on an adaptive unstruc
tured mesh. While tables of the numerical values associated with the 
meshpoints can be used to represent the discrete solution, such tables are 
difficult to interpret or understand. A research area has been developed 
to address the question of how to present and display results in the most 
effective way. This area, scientific visualization, has introduced color, 
sound and animation together with other computer graphics techniques 
to effectively display key properties of the results of large scale simu
lations. In order to use these techniques effectively the property to be 
rendered must-be represented on a fine enough mesh to match the reso
lution of the hardware display device being used (typically a computer 
monitor). It must be emphasized that this resolution is independent 
of the underlying discrete mesh which is a property of the underlying 
numerical method and the accuracy that is specified in the simulation. 
The accuracy of the simulation affects the number of meshpoints and 
the total computer time required to generate the approximate solution 
on the initial (coarse) mesh. The resolution of the renderer will impose 
a constraint on how fine the 'refined' mesh must be in order to avoid 
distracting artifacts in the displayed images. 

The key idea we advocate in this paper is the use of multivariate 
piecewise polynomial interpolants to represent the results of scientific 
simulations. These piecewise polynomials are defined on the coarse ini
tial mesh, interpolating the discrete data, and they can be evaluated 
during the rendering process to deliver a discrete approximation to the 
solution on an arbitrary mesh (that is consistent with the initial mesh). 
It is crucial develop a language-independent representation of such piece
wise polynomials so that different application environments can access 
and directly manipulate or extend these results. 

We propose the use of a paradigm where the 'approximate' solution 
associated with a simulation is defined in terms of an approximation on a 
hierarchichal collection of associated consistent meshes. An underlying 
numerical method explicitly produces a discrete approximate solution 
on a relatively coarse initial mesh. This initial approximation, together 
with a generic procedure for 'extending' this approximation to any mesh 
that is a refinement of the initial mesh, defines the 'general' approximate 
solution. The key implication is that the data corresponding to a refined 
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mesh (associated with the general approximate solution) need not be 
explicitly determined until it is needed since only the data associated 
with the coarse mesh is necessary to represent or characterize the general 
approximate solution. 

Examples of this approach arising from models using ordinary and 
partial differential equations are presented to illustrate the significant 
reductions in both storage requirements and computer time that can be 
achieved. We show that speed up factors and storage reduction factors 
of between 10 and 1000 can be realised and that this approach can 
be particularly effective when working with 2D and 3D mathematical 
models. 

1.1. BACKGROUND MOTIVATION 
The hierarchichal data structure associated with our approach can 

adapt dynamically to reflect the changing demands of the interactive 
rendering process. In particular in applications involving 'data mining' 
or 'feature discovery' the renderer will be 'steered' by a user to focus on 
particular subsets of the data on parts of the domain of interest. 

An efficient implementation of this approach will involve a careful 
matching of the data structure, used to represent the general numeri
cal solution to the hierarchichal hardware that is available to store the 
information. The approach we develop makes use of local information 
only (in the refinement step) and is therefore suitable for use in a paral
lel environment. That is, the polynomial associated with each element 
of the coarse mesh can be determined and rendered independently and 
without synchronization. 

Although the examples we introduce and present in this paper have 
been implemented in MATLAB (primarily since it is an effective envi
ronment for rapid development of prototype 'proof of concept' systems) 
more efficient object-oriented systems are under development in C++. 

1.2. OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION 
In the next section we will describe the approach for one Dimensional 

problems (ODEs) and show how recent research in the development of 
'Continuous' numerical methods for ODEs can be interpreted as a canon
ical example of a general numerical solution. This general numerical so
lution will be represented by a univariate piecewise polynomial defined 
on the coarse mesh (associated with the underlying discrete approxi
mation). The piecewise polynomial can be evaluated at any point in 
the interval of interest. In particular it can be used to approximate the 
solution on any mesh that is a refinement of the original coarse mesh. 
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We will then, in section 3, show how this approach generalizes to 
two and three Dimensional problems (PDEs), where multivariate piece
wise polynomials are associated with the coarse mesh. These piecewise 
polynomials then represent the general solution and they can be used 
to approximate the solution at any point in the domain of interest (in 
particular, at any point that arises during the rendering process). We 
present detailed results for two example PDE problems which illustrate 
and quantify some of the advantages and limitations of this approach. 
These examples reveal the typical trade-off and relationships that are ob
served between the resolution of the final visualization and the coarseness 
or accuracy of the general solution. 

We will conclude the paper with a discussion of current ongoing re
lated work. We will also discuss the implications for high level problem 
solving environments where this approach can be used effectively pro
vided one adopts a generic language-independent representation for the 
problem specification and the general approximate solution. 

2. ODES: THE 'EASY' CASE: 

2.1. THE GENERIC APPROACH IN ONE 
DIMENSION 

Consider the 1st-order system of ODEs 

y' = f(x, y). 

A pth-order, s-stage RK method determines 

s 

Yi = Yi-l + h LWjkj, 
j=l 

where 
s 

kj = f(Xi-l + hCj,Yi-l + h Lajrkr). 
r=l 

A Continuous extension (CRK) is determined by adding extra stages to 
obtain an order p approximation for x E (Xi-I, xd 

where bj(T) is a polynomial of degree p. 
That is, one determines ks+1' ks+2 ... ks and polynomials bj (T) to en-

sure: 
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= !(Xi, Yi), 

Ui(X) = y(x) + O(hP), x E [Xi-b Xi]. 

Collectively the Ui(X) define a piecewise polynomial approximation 
to y(x) that is O(hP) accurate for x E [XO,XF], on an associated mesh 
Xo < Xl'" < XN = XF. A refinement of this coarse mesh can be defined 
by introducing K equally spaced points per subinterval, [Xi-b Xi], and 
one can evaluate the piecewise polynomial on this fine mesh to obtain a 
discrete approximation that is more appropriate for rendering. 

2.2. A ONE DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE 
A predator-prey relationship can be modeled by the IVP: 

, 
Yl = YI - 0.lYIY2 + 0.02x 

, 
Y2 = -Y2 + 0.02YIY2 + 0.008x 

with 
Yl(O) = 30, Y2(0) = 20, X E [0,40]. 

where YI(X) represents the 'prey' population at time X and Y2(X) rep
resents the 'predator' population at time x. The solution can then be 
visualized using a standard Y / x solution plot or using a 'phase plane' 
plot. Consider the use of a standard ODE solver such as ode45 of MAT
LAB which is based on a fourth order CRK formula. 

Figure 1 shows the results when one attempts to display the solution 
using the discrete solution only. In this case the simulation presented no 
numerical difficulties and ode45 determined an accurate approximation 
with fewer than 50 time steps. Direct rendering of this discrete solu
tion gives a distorted impression of the 'shape' of the solution and the 
behaviour of the phase-plane 'portrait' of the solution. 

For one-dimensional visualization, the rendering process can some
times use cubic splines to present a more realistic or less distracting 
view of the results. For example the cubic spline that interpolates the 
discrete values produced by ode45 can be evaluated on a fine mesh (we 
have used a fine mesh obtained by subdividing each of the coarse-mesh 
intervals associated with the discrete solution into 20 equally spaced sub
intervals). Figure 2 illustrates this technique for rendering the discrete 
solution generated by ode45. This is definitely an improvement but the 
fixed low order of this technique limits its effectiveness as a general solu
tion. Note that while the solution plots are realistic and the phase plane 
portraits are less distracting they still contain unrealistic features that 
are not present in the true solution. 
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(a) Solution Plot (b) Phase Plane Plot 

Figure 1 Visualization Using Piecewise Linear Interpolation . 

. .., 

(a) Solution Plot 

',W 

(b) Phase Plane Plot 

Figure 2 Visualization Using Spline Interpolation. 

The special interpolant used to generate the visualizations presented 
in Figure 3 are associated with the continuous Runge-Kutta formula 
that is the basis of the method ode45. We have evaluated the underlying 
piecewise polynomial at the same fine mesh that we used with the cubic 
spline visualization to obtain these results. Note that, in particular, the 
off-mesh accuracy of this latter piecewise polynomial leads to a much 
more realistic phase plane portrait. 
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(a) Solution Plot (b) Phase Plane Plot 

Figure 3 Visualization Using Special Interpolation. 

3. APPLICATION TO PDES 

3.1. THE GENERIC APPROACH IN TWO 
DIMENSIONS AND HIGHER: 

Assume the PDE is a 2D, 2nd-order problem: 

Lu = g(x, y, u, ux , uy ), 

where 
L = al(x, y)uxx + a2(x, y)uyy + a3(x, y)uxy • 

(1) 

Assume also that an underlying method has generated a discrete ap
proximation to u, U x and u y on a mesh consisting of rectangular el
ements. The approximations associated with each meshpoint, (x, y), 
satisfy 

u(x, j)) - U 

ux(x, j)) - Ux = 

uy(x, j)) - uy 

O(hP1 ), 

O(hP2 ), 

O(hP2 ), 

(2) 

where h is the maximum mesh spacing in either x or y. Note that with 
this assumption we have O(h2) accuracy at off-mesh points if we use 
piecewise linear interpolation of the mesh data. For each element, e, We 
determine a bivariate polynomial, Pd,e (x, y), of degree d that 

• interpolates the mesh data (12 constraints) 

• almost satisfies (1) at m collocation points 
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• provides optimum accuracy at off-mesh points 

The best we can expect is for (x, y) E e 

U(x, y) - Pd,e(X, y) 

( ) OPd,e(X,y) 
U x X,y - ox O(hP- 1), 

( ) OPd,e(X,y) 
U y X,y - oy 

where P = min(Pl,P2 + 1, d + 1). 
For a detailed discussion and justification of this approach see [1]. 

3.2. A TWO DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE: 
Consider the following PDE from the ELLPACK collection [3]: 

U xx + U yy = cos(7rY)u - (1 + sin(7rx))ux + f(x, y) 

on the domain 
o x 1, 0 y 1, 

with boundary conditions 

U(X, y) = cos(By) + sin B(x - y), 

(3) 

where B = 7r or B = 10 and f(x, y) is defined to ensure that the true so
lution agrees with that specified on the boundary for the whole domain. 

For this PDE defined by B = 10, visualizing with an 8 x 8 coarse 
mesh (Discrete solution only), and no refinement for rendering we ob
tain the results presented in Figure 4. Note that the off-mesh values 
required in this rendering are generated using bivariate piecewise linear 
interpolation. Clearly these results are distracting and not satisfactory. 

When our approach is applied to improve the resolution of this discrete 
solution we can use a piecewise cubic evaluated at the refined mesh 
defined by subdividing each of the 64 elements of the discrete solution 
with a 4 x 4 uniform partitioning. The resulting visualization is presented 
in Figure 5 where the improved resolution has resulted in a more realistic 
and less distracting display of the solution. 

Even better resolution is possible by evaluating the same piecewise 
cubic on a finer mesh prior to rendering. When a 16 x 16 partitioning 
of each of the 64 elements is used one obtains the results presented in 
Figure 6 where the lighting effects and contour lines are now much more 
natural. 

To illustrate the effects of using too coarse a mesh for the discrete 
solution we show in Figure 7 the results corresponding to an accurate 
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(a) Surface Plot (b) Contour Plot 

Figure 4 Visualization Using Piecewise Linear Interpolation. 

(a) Surface P lot (b) Contour Plot 

Figure 5 Visualization Using Piecewise Polynomial on 8 x 8 mesh with 4 x 4 refine
ment. 

discrete solution defined on a 4 x 4 coarse mesh with the associated 
piecewise cubic evaluated on a fine mesh obtained by a uniform 32 x 32 
partitioning of each of the 16 elements. In this case the 'ripples' in the 
surface plots and the distortions evident in the contour lines reflect the 
influence of the underlying coarse mesh. 
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(a) Surface Plot (b) Contour Plot 

Figure 6 Visualization Using Piecewise Polynomial on 8 x 8 mesh with 16 x 16 
refinement. 

(a) Surface Plot 
(b) Contour Plot 

Figure 7 Visualization Using Piecewise Polynomial with 4 x 4 mesh and 32 x 32 
Refinement. 

3.3. A THREE DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE: 
Consider the wave equation with two spatial dimensions describing a 

clamped vibrating membrane: 

Utt - .25{uxx + Uyy ) = 0, 

on the domain: 0 ::; t ::; 2, 0 ::; x ::; 2, 0 ::; y ::; 2, with boundary 
conditions: u{t, x, y) = 0, and initial conditions: 

U{O,x , y) = 0.lsin{7rx)sin{7ry/2), Ut{O,x,y) = O. 
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To display the solution to this problem one can use 'animation' and 
generate a movie representation of the solution by determining 'snap
shots' of the solution for various values of t >= O. For example, 100 
values of t in the range 0 ::; t ::; 2 gives a smooth animation that ef
fectively diplays the motion of the membrane as it passes through one 
oscillation. This realistic visualization would then require the genera
tion of 100 snapshots. We will use snapshots at t = 0, t = 1.34 and 
t = 2.0 to illustrate the typical resolution of this way of diplaying the 
results. For example if we use our approach with a 10 x 10 x 10 coarse 
mesh and a uniform 10 x 10 x 10 partitioning of each element to define 
the refined mesh we can use a tricubic piecewise polynomial to obtain 
the results presented in Figures 8, 9 and 10. Note that the complete 
animation (100 snapshots - each comprised of a surface or contour plot 
involving the solution approximated at 10000 points) is represented by 
the discrete values associated with the coarse mesh( consisting of only 
1000 elements). This corresponds to a 'compression' factor of 1000, 
with respect to storage. 

At this resolution some artifacts of the coarse mesh are visible and 
may be distracting. To obtain better visualization one could increase 
the degree of the piecewise polynomial or use a different initial coarse 
mesh. For example Figures 11, 12 and 13 show the results corresponding 
to the use of tricubics on this problem with a 20 x 20 x 20 coarse mesh 
and a uniform 5 x 5 x 5 partitioning of each element to define the refined 
mesh. 

(a) Surface Plot (b) Contour Plot 

Figure 8 Visualization Using Piecewise Polynomial on 10 x 10 x 10 mesh with 10 x 
10 x 10 refinement at t = o. 
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(a) Surface Plot (b) Contour Plot 

Figure 9 Visualization Using Piecewise Polynomial on 10 x 10 x 10 mesh with 10 x 
10 x 10 refinement at t = 1.34. 

(a) Surface Plot (b) Contour Plot 

Figure 10 Visualization Using Piecewise Polynomial on 10 x 10 x 10 mesh with 
10 x 10 x 10 refinement at t = 2.0. 

4. EXTENSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

4.1. EXTENSIONS AND RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

Although, in our examples involving PDEs, we have focused on tensor 
product meshes with multivariate cubic interpolation the approach can 
be applied to unstructured triangular (or tetrahedral) meshes and higher 
degree multivariate interpolation. (See [1] for a detailed discussion of the 
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(a) Surface Plot (b) Contour Plot 

Figure 11 Visualization Using Piecewise Polynomial on 20x20x20 mesh with 5x5x5 
refinement at t = O. 

" 

(a) Surface Plot (b) Contour Plot 

Figure 12 Visualization Using Piecewise Polynomial on 20x20x20 mesh with 5x5x5 
refinement at t = 1.34. 

general applicability of the approach.) The underlying piecewise polyno
mial can also be directly exploited for error estimation or discontinuity 
detection and these extensions are being investigated at this time. 

In the rendering application we have considered in this paper as well as 
in other application discussed elsewhere it is critical that the data struc
ture used to store the general approximate solution be carefully chosen 
and available for use in a multi-language environment. Typical opera
tions or transformations that can arise and which should be efficiently 
implemented include the multipoint evaluation of the general approxi-
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(a) Surface Plot (b) Contour Plot 

Figure 13 Visualization Using Piecewise Polynomial on 20 x 20 x 20 mesh with 5 x 5 x 5 
refinement at t = 2.0. 

mate solution, the location of extreme values of the general approximate 
solution and the checking of whether two different approximate solutions 
are 'close' to each other. The computer language most appropriate for 
implementing such operations will vary but a well designed data struc
ture can be effectively shared by all such applications. 

In order to carry out the numerical experiments reported in this paper 
we have adopted a recursive data structure using a rooted tree represen
tation of the general approximate solution and implemented it in such 
a way that it could be accessed and manipulated using Fortran, Matlab 
or C. 

Once one adopts such a generalized data structure other questions 
arise which require further investigation. For example we have assumed 
that the renderer must know the solution on a uniform, fine, rectangular 
mesh before it can display the solution. If one is interested for example 
in displaying .contour lines one may be able to do this directly from 
the piecewise polynomial, without having to first perform a multipoint 
evaluation on a very fine uniform mesh (see [2] for an example of how 
contour lines can be directly computed). 
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DISCUSSION 

Speaker: Wayne Enright 

Morven Gentleman : You have pointed out that the discretization 
needs for solving the problem accurately and rendering it satisfactorily 
may be different. You have then examined the situation where render
ing requires finer resolution. This weekend we were shown a case where 
coarser for display created a sampling artifact that was mis
leading. Have you considered this case? 
Wayne Enright : This certainly can happen. I would envisage a col
lection of interpolants being available (of increasing order) where a user 
could observe more accurate interpolation (for the same data) byobserv
ing the different renderings associated with a sequence of more accurate 
interpolants. 
Ian Gladwell: Please explain why your approach to refinement based 
on using the differential equation is better than relying on the smoothing 
functions of the visualization software. 
Wayne Enright : Without knowledge of the differential equation 
the visualizer can only use assumptions regarding global continu
ity/smoothness and additional nearby data values to define an appro
priate piecewise polynomial. This will usually result in a non-local com
putation and accuracy that will depend on the size of elements in the 
neighborhood (rather than depending only on the size of the single as
sociated element). 
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